
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

CLUBHEAD LAG & DRAG 
The Artificial Variety 

 

‘Iron Byron’ does NOT create any artificial ‘Lag & Drag’! It ‘Loads & Releases’ naturally! In 

fact ‘The Machine’ has no ability to ‘Manipulate The Upper Body Machine’ or what we refer to 

as ‘The Lever Assembly’. (see ALSDR’ – ‘The Power Line Sequence’ … ‘Accumulate, Load, 

Store, Deliver & Release’)(see ‘Hand, Wrist Hinge and Arm’ … also ‘Universal Joint’)   

 

It is important to note that ‘Iron Byron’ has ‘One Single Lever’ with its ‘Primary and Secondary 

Aspects’. The ‘Primary Lever’ is the machine arm and clamp. The ‘Secondary Lever’ is the 

actual ‘Golf Club’. There is no separate ‘Swinging and Hitting Lever’. Just one simple assembly! 

 

There is currently a lot of talk and misguided profession about ‘Holding Off The Brace Lever 

Release’ to accomplish more ‘Lag or Lag Angle’. Let me tell you emphatically that pursuing this 

allusive and wrong delayed release is a journey with no good destination. It immediately 

becomes ‘Manipulation’ and, as such, destroys or hampers natural motions. Your ‘Grip Pressure’ 

will vacillate unpredictably. This ‘Tension Is A Killer’! You will soon own a deadly or terminal 

‘Flip-Handed Delivery’ which you cannot control. Your swing will NOT repeat reliably. Your 

‘Timing, Tempo, Rhythm Cadence and Pace’ shall pay the ultimate price for this ill-advised 

mechanical tasking. Golf is more “Let IT Happen” than “Make IT Happen”!   

 

You will never be able to enjoy the magically physical fact of ‘Delivering Your Golf Ball On 

Target With Your Brace Toe Pressure and Brace Leg Drive’. (see ‘Swing Engine’)(see ‘Stage 

Three Procedure’ - Punch or Full Swing -  with its ‘Wrist Cock & Pivot’) 

 

You will struggle with being ‘On Path and On Plane’. Consistency will go far south! Your ‘Ball 

Flight’ creation and control shall be compromised. Your scores will balloon! Your happiness out 

there shall degrade miserably. You may even succumb to the ‘Frustration Quotient’ and simply 

quit! 

 

Sad event!  

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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